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Project Description:
Howerton Engineering and Surveying was contracted to provide design services for a new
surge basin. The purpose of the surge basin is to store large run off volumes in order for it to
be effectively treated through the plant. The surge basin acts as an equalization basin and that
stormwater runoff coming though the sanitary sewer system is stored and slowly treated then
discharged without any bypasses into the Ohio River.

Special Features
·
CSO Storage Design
·
KIA Fund
·
Bid Assistance
·
Pump Rehab
·
VFD
·
Construction Inspection

As a result of this review, Howerton Engineering & Surveying designed a CSO storage area to
alleviate The City's current CSO issues. HES provided the detailed topographic surveying,
mapping, geotechnical, and design services for the City.
The project involved the installation of 855 LF of 60 inch sanitary sewer storage piping along
Prospect Avenue. In addition, the project retrofitted an existing lift station and refurbished the
recirculation at the existing pump station. The project provided wet weather storage, as a part
of the Long Term Control Plan, that was negotiated with the KY-DOW.
The project was under budget and on time. As a result, we were able to successfully expand
the project to enhance or upgrade other components of the City's Domestic Waste Facility.
Two of the Lift Stations, formerly operating as Simplex Systems, were upgraded to the more
stable and reliable Duplex while the Station having the highest electrical demand was
converted from mercury float controllers to Variable Speed Drives. The cost of the VFD's
were, in part, offset by a 50% participation from American Electric Power who project
approximately $10,000 in energy savings per year as a result of the modification.
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